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Let E be a real Banach space with a uniformly convex dual space E*. Suppose
 .T : E ª E is a continuous not necessarily Lipschitzian strongly accretive map
 .such that I y T has bounded range, where I denotes the identity operator. It is
proved that the Ishikawa iterative sequence converges strongly to the unique
solution of equation Tx s f , f g E. Our results extend and complement the recent
results obtained by Chidume. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
 .Let E be a real normed linear space. A mapping T with domain D T
 . w x  .and range R T in E is said to be accretive 1 if for each x, y in D T
and all t G 0, the following inequality is satisfied:
5 5 5 5x y y F x y y q t Tx y Ty . 1 .  .
The accretive operators were introduced independently in 1967 by
w x w xBrowder 1 and Kato 3 . An early fundamental result in the theory of
accretive operators, due to Browder, states that the initial value problem
du
q Tu s 0, u 0 s u . 0dt
is solvable if T is locally Lipschitzian and accretive on E cf. Browder
w x.1, 2 .
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Let X be a real Banach space with a dual space X*. For any x g X,
 .  :  4y g X*, we denote y x by y, x . If x is a sequence in X, x ª xn n
means that x converges strongly to x. The normalized duality mapping J:n
X ª 2 X * is defined by
 : 5 5 2 5 5 2J x s f * g X*: f *, x s x s f * .  4
 .for any x g X. By the Hahn]Banach Theorem, J x is nonempty for any x
in X. If X* is strictly convex, then J is single valued and such that
 .  .  .  .J yx s yJ x , J tx s tJ x for all t ) 0, x g X. If X* is uniformly
convex, then J is uniformly continuous on bounded sets of X cf. Browder
w x w x.2 or Barbu 4 .
Let K be a nonempty subset of E. A mapping U: K ª K is said to be
 .strongly accretive if for each x, y g K there exists some j g J x y y such
that
 : 5 5 2Ux y Uy , j G k x y y ,
for some real constant k ) 0. Without loss of generality we may assume
 .k g 0, 1 .
w xVery recently, Chidume 5 proved that both the Mann iteration process
and the Ishikawa iteration process converge strongly to the unique solu-
tion of the equation Tx s f when E is any real Banach space with a
uniformly convex dual E* and T : E ª E is a Lipschitzian strongly
accretive mapping. Furthermore, the Mann iteration process can be ap-
plied to approximate the unique solution of the equation Tx s f when T is
continuous strongly accretive. However, it is still an open question whether
or not the Ishikawa iteration process converges to a solution of the
 .equation Tx s f when T is continuous not necessarily Lipschitzian
strongly accretive.
It is our purpose in this paper to resolve the question by proving the
following much more general result: If E is any real Banach space with a
uniformly convex dual space E*, and T : E ª E is a continuous not
.  .necessarily Lipshitz strongly accretive operator such that I y T has
bounded range, for any given f g E, define S: E ª E by Sx s f y Tx q x
for each x g E.
 4`  4`  .Let a and b be real sequences satisfying i 0 F a F b - 1n ns0 n ns0 n n
 . `  .for all n G 0; ii  a s `; and iii b ª 0 as n ª `.ns0 n n
 4`For arbitrary x g E define the Ishikawa iterative sequence x in0 n ns0
E by
x s 1 y a x q a Sy 2 .  .nq1 n n n n
y s 1 y b x q b Sx , n G 0. 3 .  .n n n n n
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 4`Then x converges strongly to the unique solution of the equationn ns0
Tx s f.
A related result deals with the iterative approximation of continuous
strongly pseudocontractive maps in E.
w x w xOur results extend those of Chidume 5]7 and of Tan and Xu 12 .
In the sequel we need the following lemmas.
 w x.LEMMA 1 Reich 10 . If E* is uniformly con¨ex then there exists a
continuous nondecreasing function
w wb: 0, ` ª 0, `. .
such that
b 0 s 0, b ct F cb t for all c G 1 .  .  .
and
5 5 2 5 5 2  : 5 5 5 5 5 5 4x q y F x q 2 y , J x q max x , 1 y b y 4 .  . .
for all x, y in E.
 w x.  4`LEMMA 2 Weng 11 . Let r be a nonnegati¨ e sequence satisfyingn ns0
r F 1 y m r q s 5 .  .nq1 n n n
w x `  .with m g 0, 1 ,  m s `, and s s o m . Then r ª 0 as n ª `.n ns0 n n n n
2. MAIN RESULTS
Now we prove the following theorems.
THEOREM 1. Let E be a real Banach space with a uniformly con¨ex dual
space E*. Suppose T : E ª E is a continuous strongly accreti¨ e mapping such
 .  4`that I y T has bounded range. Then the Ishikawa iterati¨ e sequence xn ns0
 .  .defined by 2 and 3 con¨erges strongly to the unique solution of Tx s f.
w xProof. The existence of a solution follows from Morales 9 . Let x* be
a solution of Tx s f. Clearly, x* is a fixed point of S. Since T : E ª E is
strongly accretive, we have
 :Sx y Sy , J x y y .
 : 5 5 2s y Tx y Ty , J x y y q x y y .
5 5 2F 1 y k x y y , for each x , y in E. 6 .  .
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 .  .Using 4 and 2 we obtain
5 5 2x y x*nq1
5 U 5 2s 1 y a x y x* q a Sy y Sx .  .  .n n n n
2 2U U5 5  :F 1 y a x y x q 2a 1 y a Sy y Sx*, J x y x .  .  .n n n n n n
5 5 5 U 5qmax 1 y a x y x* , 1 a Sy y Sx 4 .n n n n
5 5=max Sy y Sx* , 1 b a . 7 4  .  .n n
5 5 4  4  .Let M s sup x y Tx : x g E and M s 2 M max 2 M , 1 . Then 71 2 1 1
yields
5 5 2x y x*nq1
2 2U U5 5  :F 1 y a x y x q 2a 1 y a Sy y Sx*, J x y x .  . n n n n n n
5 5qmax 1 y a x y x* , 1 a b a M . 8 4 .  .  .n n n n 2
We now consider the following two cases.
Case 1. There exists some positive integer N such that max 1 y
.5 U 5 4a x y x , 1 s 1.n N
 .5 5  .Clearly, 1 y a x y x* F 1. By 2 we haveN N
5 5 5 5 5 5x y x* F 1 y a x y x* q a Sy y Sx* F 1 q 2 M . .Nq1 n N n N 1
Let M s 1 q 2 M . We now want to show3 1
5 U 5x y x F M 9 .n 3
5 U 5for all n ) N. To this end, apply induction, assume x y x F M ,ny1 3
then
5 U 5 5 U 5 5 5x y x F 1 y a x y x q a Sy y Sx* .n ny1 ny1 ny1 ny1
F 1 y a M q a M s M , .ny1 3 ny1 3 3
5 5therefore x y x* F M for all n ) N.n 3
5 5 4  4Set M s max x y x* : 0 F n F N and M s max M , M . Then4 n 5 3 4
5 U 5  4`  .  4`x y x F M for all n G 0. Hence x is bounded, by 3 , y isn 5 n ns0 n ns0
also bounded.
  .  U .:Let a s Sy y Sx*, J x y x* y J y y x .n n n n
Now we are going to show a ª 0 as n ª `. Indeed, since E* isn
uniformly convex, J is uniformly continuous on bounded sets of E.
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Observe that
x y xU y y y xU .  .n n
s x y y s b x y Sx ª 0 .n n n n n
 4  U 4as n ª ` and x y x* and y y x are all bounded,n n
 U .  .so that J x y x y J y y x* ª 0 as n ª `. Thus a ª 0 as n ª `,n n n
5 5since Sy y Sx* F 2 M .n 1
 .Using 6 we have
 U U :Sy y Sx , J x y x .n n
 U U U :  U U :s Sy ySx , J x yx yJ y yx q Sy y Sx , J y y x .  .  .n n n n n
5 U 5 2F a q 1 y k y y x . 10 .  .n n
 .  .  .Again using 3 , 4 , and 6 we obtain
5 U 5 2 5 U U 5 2y y x s 1 y b x y x q b Sx y Sx .  .  .n n n n n
2 2U U U5 5  :F 1yb x yx q2b 1yb Sx ySx , J x yx .  .  .n n n n n n
5 U 5 5 U 5 5 U 5qmax 1yb x yx , 1 b Sx ySx b b Sx ySx 4 .  .n n n n n n
2 25 5F 1yb q2b 1yb 1yk x y x* qM b b b .  .  .  .n n n n 6 n n
5 5 2F 1 y kb x y x* q M b b b .  .n n 6 n n
5 U 5 2F x y x q M b b b , 11 .  .n 6 n n
where M s M M .6 2 5
 .  .  .Substituting 10 and 11 in 8 yields
22 25 5 5 5x y x* F 1 y a q 2a 1 y a 1 y k x y x .  .  .nq1 n n n n
q2a 1ya a q 1yk M b b b qM a 6 a .  .  .  .n n n 6 n n 6 n n
5 5 2F 1 y ka x y x* q s , 12 .  .n n n
 .w  .  .x  .where s s 2a 1 y a a q 1 y k M b b b q M a b a .n n n n 6 n n 6 n n
5 5 2  .Set r s x y x* , m s ka . Then 12 yieldsn n n n
r F 1 y m r q s . .nq1 n n n
 . `It is easy to see that s s o m and  m s `. By Lemma 2, wen n ns0 n
assert that r ª 0 as n ª `, i.e., x ª x* as n ª `.n n
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Case 2. For all n G 0 such that
5 5 5 5max 1 y a x y x* , 1 s 1 y a x y x* , 4 .  .n n n n
we shall show the Case 2 is false. If it is not false, then we have
5 5 5 51 F 1 y a x y x* F x y x* , for all n G 0. .n n n
 . 5 5  . 5 5. Let c s Sy y Sx* r x y x* , J x y x* r x y x* y J y yn n n n n n
. 5 5.:x* r x y x* . Then we can prove c ª 0 as n ª `. To this end,n n
 . 5 5  . 5 5 observe that x y x* r x y x* y y y x* r x y x* s b x yn n n n n n
. 5 5  . 5 5.x* r x y x* y Sx y Sx* r x y x* ª 0 as n ª `. We assert thatn n n
 . 5 5.  . 5 5.J x y x* r x y x* y J y y x* r x y x* ª 0 as n ª `, since Jn n n n
is uniformly continuous on bounded sets of E. Hence c ª 0 as n ª `,n
5 . 5 5 5since Sy y Sx* r x y x* F 2 M .n n 1
 .From 8 we obtain
5 5 2x y x*nq1
2 25 5  :F 1 y a x y x* q 2a 1 y a Sy y Sx*, J x y x* .  .  .n n n n n n
5 5qM a 1 y a b a x y x* .  .2 n n n n
2 2 25 5 5 5F 1 y a x y x* q 2a 1 y a c x y x* .  .n n n n n n
 :q2a 1 y a Sy y Sx*, J y y x* .  .n n n n
5 5 2qM a 1 y a b a x y x* .  .2 n n n n
2 21 5 5F 1 y a q 2a 1 q a c q M b a x y x* .  .  . 5n n n n 2 n n2
5 5 22a 1 y a 1 y k y y x* . 13 .  .  .n n n
 .  .Again applying 3 and 4 we have
22 25 5 5 5  :y yx* F 1yb x yx* q2b 1yb Sx ySx*, J x yx* .  .  .n n n n n n n
5 5 5 5 5 5qmax 1yb x yx* , 1 b Sx ySx* b b Sx ySx* 4 .  .n n n n n n
2 25 5F 1 y b q 2 1 y k b 1 y b x y x* .  .  .n n n n
5 5qM b b b x y x* .7 n n n
25 5F 1 y kb q M b b b x y x* .  .n 7 n n n
5 5 2s d x y x* , 14 .n n
 .2 w  .xwhere M s 2 M , d s 1 y b k y M b b .7 1 n n 7 n
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 .Since b is continuous, the condition b ª 0 implies b b ª 0 and then n
 .condition a ª 0 implies b a ª 0. Hence there exists an integer N ) 0n n 0
1 .  .  .such that for all n ) N , M b b F k and c q M b a F k 1 y k ,0 7 n n 2 n2
 .since c ª 0 as n ª `. So that, 13 yieldsn
5 5 2x y x*nq1
2 25 5F 1 y a q 2a 1 y a k 1 y k q 1 y k x y x* .  .  .  . 4n n n n
22 22 2 2 5 5F 1 y a q 2a 1 y a 1 y k q a 1 y k x y x* .  .  .  .n n n n n
2 22 5 5s 1 y a q a 1 y k x y x* .n n n
2 5 5 2F 1 y k a x y x* .n n
n `
22 5 5F exp y k a x y x* ª 0 as n ª `, since a s `. j 1 n 5
js1 ns0
5 5Hence x ª x* as n ª `, which contradicts x y x* G 1.n n
Uniqueness. Suppose x is another solution of Tx s f. Then x is a1 1
 .fixed point of S. By 6 we have
 : 5 5 2x y x*, J x y x* F 1 y k x y x* .  .1 1 1
which implies
5 5 2 5 5 2x y x* F 1 y k x y x* . .1 1
If x / x*, then 1 F 1 y k, i.e., k F 0, a contradiction. The proof of1
Theorem 1 is complete.
w xRemark 1. Our Theorem 1 extends Theorem 4 of Chidume in 5 to
more general class of continuous strongly accretive operators.
COROLLARY 1. Let E, E*, T , and S be as in Theorem 1. Define the
 4`Mann iterati¨ e sequence x by x g E,n ns0 0
x s 1 y a x q a Sx , .nq1 n n n n
 4`  .for all n G 0, where a is a real sequence satisfying i 0 - a - 1 forn ns0 n
 . `  .n G 0; ii  a s `; and iii a ª 0 as n ª `. Then for any gi¨ en f inns0 n n
 4`E, the sequence x con¨erges strongly to the unique solution of Tx s f.n ns0
Proof. Set b s 0 for all n G 0 in Theorem 1. Then the conclusion ofn
Corollary 1 follows from Theorem 1.
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w xRemark 2. Corollary 1 is similar to Theorem 1 of 5 with a different
 4`condition on the real sequence a and with a method different fromn ns0
the one used here.
 .COROLLARY 2. Let E s L or l , 1 - p F 2, and T and S be as inp p
 4`Theorem 1. Define the sequence x iterati¨ ely by x g E.n ns0 0
x s 1 y l x q l Sx , .nq1 n n n n
 4`  .for all n G 0, where l is a real sequence satisfying i 0 - l - 1 for alln ns0 n
 . `  . ` pn G 0; ii  l s `; and iii  l - `. Then for any gi¨ en f in E,ns0 n ns0 n
 4`the sequence x con¨erges strongly to the unique solution of Tx s f.n ns0
 .Proof. The condition iii implies l ª 0 as n ª `. The result followsn
from Corollary 1.
 .COROLLARY 3. Let E s L or l , 2 F p - ` and T and S be as inp p
 4`Theorem 1. Define the sequence x iterati¨ ely by x g E,n ns0 0
x s 1 y l x q l Sx , .nq1 n n n n
 4`  .for all n G 0, where l is a real sequence satisfying i 0 - l - 1 for alln ns0 n
 . `  . ` 2n G 0; ii  l s `; and iii  l - q`. Then for any gi¨ en f in E,ns0 n ns0 n
 4`the sequence x con¨erges strongly to the unique solution of Tx s f.n ns0
Proof. The proof follows exactly as the proof of Corollary 2.
A class of nonlinear mappings closely related to the class of accretive
maps is that of pseudocontractive maps. Let E be a normed linear space
and let K be a nonempty subset of E. A mapping T : K ª K is said to be
a strong pseudocontraction if there exists t ) 1 such that the inequality
5 5 5 5x y y F 1 q r x y y y rt Tx y Ty .  .  .
holds for all x, y g K and r ) 0. If t s 1 then T is called pseudocontrac-
w x  .tive. Browder 2 proved that T is pseudocontractive if and only if I y T
w xis accretive. Bogin 13 proved that T is a strong pseudocontraction if and
 . w xonly if I y T is a strongly accretive operator. Recently, Tan and Xu 12
studied the convergence of the Mann and Ishikawa iteration methods to
fixed points of Lipschitz strongly pseudocontractive maps in real q}uni-
w xformly smooth Banach spaces. More recently, Chidume 5 extended and
improved these results. He proved the following theorems.
 w x.THEOREM 3 of 5 . Let E be a real Banach space with a uniformly
con¨ex dual E*. Let K be a nonempty bounded closed con¨ex subset of E and
 4`T : K ª K be a continuous strongly pseudocontracti¨ e mapping. Let cn ns0
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 .  .be a real sequence satisfying the conditions i 0 - c - 1 for all n; iin
`  . `  . c s `; and iii  c b c - `. Then, for a gi¨ en x g K, thens0 n ns0 n n 0
 4`sequence x defined byn ns0
x s 1 y c x q c Tx , n G 0, .nq1 n n n n
con¨erges strongly to the unique fixed point of T.
 w x.THEOREM 4 of 5 . Let E be a real Banach space with a uniformly
con¨ex dual, E*. Let K be a nonempty closed con¨ex and bounded subset of
E, and T : K ª K be a Lipschitz strongly pseudocontracti¨ e mapping. Let
 4`  4` w x  .a and b be real sequences in 0, 1 satisfying the conditions in ns0 n ns0
 . `b ª 0 and a ª 0 as n ª `; ii  a s `. Then for each x g K, then n ns0 n 0
Ishikawa sequence defined by
x s 1 y a x q a Ty .nq1 n n n n
y s 1 y b x q b Tx , n G 0 .n n n n n
con¨erges strongly to the unique fixed point of T.
By virtue of the techniques in Theorem 1, we can prove the following
Theorem 2.
THEOREM 2. Let E be a real Banach space with a uniformly con¨ex dual
E*. Let K be a nonempty bounded closed con¨ex subset of E and T : K ª K
 .be a continuous not necessarily Lipschitzian strongly pseudocontracti¨ e
 4`  4` w xmapping. Let a and b be real sequences in 0, 1 satisfying then ns0 n ns0
 .  . `conditions i b ª 0 and a ª 0 as n ª `; ii  a s `. Then forn n ns0 n
each x g K, the Ishikawa sequence defined by0
x s 1 y a x q a Ty .nq1 n n n n
y s 1 y b x q b Tx , n G 0 .n n n n n
con¨erges strongly to the unique fixed point of T.
w xProof. The existence of the fixed point of T follows from Deimling 8 .
Let x* be a fixed point of T. Since T is strongly pseudocontractive,
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 .I y T is strongly accretive and, for each x, y g K,
 : 5 5 2I y T x y I y T y , J x y y G k x y y , 15 .  .  .  .
 . y1  w x.where k s t y 1 t cf. 13 .
 .From 15 we have
 : 5 5 2Tx y Ty , J x y y F 1 y k x y y . 16 .  .  .
Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 1 we obtain
5 5 2x y x*nq1
2 5 5  :F 1 y a x y x* q 2a 1 y a Ty y Tx*, J x y x* .  .  .n n n n n n
5 5 5 5 5 5qmax 1 y a x y x* , 1 a Ty y Tx* b a Ty y Tx* 4 .  .n n n n n n
2 25 5  :F 1 y a x y x* q 2a 1 y a Ty y Tx*, J x y x* .  .  .n n n n n n
q M a b a , 17 .  .8 n n
for some constant M ) 0, since K is bounded.8
 .By 16 we have
 :Ty y Tx*, J x y x* .n n
 U :  :s Ty yTx*, J x yx* yJ y yx q Ty yTx*, J y yx* .  .  .n n n n n
5 5 2F e q 1 y k y y x* , 18 .  .n n
  .  .:where e s Ty q Tx*, J x y x* y J y y x* .n n n n
Based on the same reason as in the proof of Theorem 1, it is proved that
e ª 0 as n ª `.n
 .  .Substituting 18 in 17 yields
5 5 2x y x*nq1
2 2 25 5 5 5F 1 y a x y x* q 2a 1 y a e q 1 y k y y x* .  .  .n n n n n n
q M a b a . 19 .  .8 n n
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 .  .  .Again using 3 , 4 , and 16 we obtain
5 5 2y y x*n
2 25 5  :F 1 y b x y x* q 2b 1 y b Tx y Tx*, J x y x* .  .  .n n n n n n
5 5 5 5 5 5qmax 1 y b x y x* , 1 b Tx y Tx* b b Tx y Tx* 4 .  .n n n n n n
2 25 5F 1 y b q 1 y k b 1 y b x y x* q M b b b .  .  .  .n n n n 9 n n
5 5 2F 1 y kb x y x* q M b b b .  .n n 9 n n
5 5 2F x y x* q M b b b 20 .  .n 9 n n
for some constant M ) 0, since K is bounded.9
 .  .Substituting 20 in 19 yields
22 25 5 5 5x y x* F 1 y a q 2 1 y k a 1 y a x y x* q s .  .  .nq1 n n n n n
5 5 2F 1 y ka x y x* q s , 21 .  .n n n
 .w  .  .x  .where s s 2a 1 y a e q 1 y k M b b b q M a b a .n n n n 9 n n 8 n n
The remainder of the argument now follows from exactly as in the proof
of Theorem 1 to obtain that x ª x* as n ª `.n
 .Uniqueness of the fixed point follows from 16 .
The proof of Theorem 2 is complete.
w xRemark 3. Our Theorem 2 extends Theorem 2 of Chidume in 6 and
w xTheorem 4 of Chidume in 5 to the more general class of continuous
strongly pseudocontrative maps. Thus, we answer positively the open
w xquestion pointed out by Chidume 6, p. 550 .
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